
 

At EY, our purpose is Building a better working world.
The insights and quality services we provide help build trust 
and confidence in the capital markets and in economies the 
world over. We develop outstanding leaders who team to 
deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders. In so doing, 
we play a critical role in building a better working world for 
our people, for our clients and for our communities.

Diverse & high performing teams
At EY, we believe that only the highest-performing teams, 
which maximise the power of different opinions, perspectives 
and cultural references, will succeed in the global marketplace. 
Our focus on diversity and inclusiveness is integral to how we 
serve our clients, develop our people and play a leadership 
role in our communities.

In order to build such teams, we continually strengthen the 
diverse mix of our teams and leaders by removing barriers
in our talent pipeline. We equip our people with skills and 
confidence to lead and team inclusively, with a global mind-
set, to maximise contributions of all our people. We cherish 
the differences in backgrounds of our people and encourage 
them to use their unique skills to innovate and bring new 
insights to our clients.

Working in an international setting
Many of our clients are large international enterprises.
To offer them the best possible service, we have an inter-
national structure, where we work in the form of multicultural 
and multidisciplinary teams. In your team, you will have 
access to the support and expertise of EY colleagues from 
over 150 countries around the globe. At EY you will be given 
every opportunity to shape your career within our large 
global network chain.

Leading in financial services
Our 35,000 global wealth & asset management, banking
& capital markets and insurance industry professionals are 
located in major geographic hubs, a unique structure that 
allows us to rapidly mobilize and dedicate them to the right

Assurance, Tax, Strategy and Transactions and Consulting-
related projects across the Americas, Asia-Pacific, EMEIA and 
Japan.

Every day, we provide the insights and timely challenges our 
clients need to get the most out of their businesses, helping 
them with transformation programs in the areas of Assurance,
Tax, Consulting and Strategy and Transactions services.

Whether they’re a start-up or one of the world’s most 
complex organizations, EY’s Financial Services teams help 
navigate and manage risk effectively, build trust with 
stakeholders and deliver sustainable growth.

We’re helping shape the future of financial services and
want experienced, entrepreneurial assurance professionals of 
exceptional talent to join us. You’ll bring intellectual curiosity 
to every challenge and give our clients advice that helps
them do business better.

Sound like a good fit for you?
Would you like to help us build a better working world?
Do you feel that you are capable of helping us achieve our 
vision? We are looking for candidates who are high performers, 
who consistently deliver quality work while continually looking 
for ways to improve. We want you to have a clear sense of 
personal and professional accountability, and know how to 
build relationships by doing the right thing. We look for people 
who demonstrate drive, vision and determination and are 
passionate about helping our clients achieve their goals. 
Have we piqued your curiosity? Stop by and say hello during 
one of our (virtual) recruitment events or contact us directly 
on werkenbijey.nl
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